Philadelphia Attorneys
Debate on Continuing Civil-Law Jury Trials

Juries Called Slow, Expensive, Biased;
Tradition of Trial by Jury Supported

By Paul S. Weisberg

In a debate sponsored by the Pre-Law Society, Theodore Yorhans, Philadelphia, Maryland, argued for abolishing jury trials in civil cases, charging juries with being too expensive and too biased. Yorhans took the negative approach in the argument: Should the Fundamental Right of Trial by Jury Be Abolished?

Paul Levy, who is well known for his pro-secuting activities, argued positively, in the age of trial by jury is a deeply rooted part of American jurisprudence.

Dean of the Pennsylvania Law School, John H. Starks, was moderator of the debate. Starks commented Yorhans said, "at this time juries are in need of the interest of justice." He charged that the use of juries in today's courtroom is "too expensive and too biased."" Resources Conference

Philadelphia Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity Wins Houston Hall Variety Show; Delta Tau Delta Take Second and Third Places

Delta Tau Delta Take Second and Third Places

Michael D. Kartell

in ruling thai by jury.

negative

"I'm just a girl who wants to have fun," and "Do not disturb me near the beach." Other students present in the room included "Wally the Wonder Dog," "Horrible Henry" and "Woke the Wonder Dog." The "newcomers," a social group composed of "the members" of the fraternity, were John W. Ward, John W. Ward, Jr., and John W. Ward, III. The "remainder," a group composed of "the outsiders" of the fraternity, were John T. Frentress, John T. Frentress, Jr., and John T. Frentress, III.

The winning team showed a skit called "Hello Again!" "Hello Again!" won the "Best of Show" award. "Hello Again!" consisted of "Hello Again!" and "Woke the Wonder Dog." The "newcomers," a social group composed of "the members" of the fraternity, were John W. Ward, John W. Ward, Jr., and John W. Ward, III. The "remainder," a group composed of "the outsiders" of the fraternity, were John T. Frentress, John T. Frentress, Jr., and John T. Frentress, III.

The "Vangards," a quartet from Alpha Xi Delta fraternity captured first place in the annual Houston Hall Variety Show. Taking second place was Theta Xi fraternity, with their rendition of the Andy Hardy film, "Cindy M. M., on the Rock." Theta Xi fraternity performed the song "The Vangards," a quartet from Alpha Xi Delta fraternity captured first place in the annual Houston Hall Variety Show. Taking second place was Theta Xi fraternity, with their rendition of the Andy Hardy film, "Cindy M. M., on the Rock." Theta Xi fraternity performed the song "The Vangards." Schmidt, Bowman Chosen 1958-59 Cage Co-Captains

By Mark Rosenfield

Juniors George Schmidt and Charles Bowman have been named basketball cage co-captains for the 1958-59 season. The two were chosen by their teammates from among the 59 players comprising the Association of Pennsylvania College Football last evening.

The announcement of the two cage bosses was made by instructor Dick Conforti. Conforti was the recipient of the John J. MacDonnell award, given each year to the member of the Association with the most inspiring to the squad.

In addition to being named co-
captains, Schmidt was honored with Missionary of the Cage Season award. Bowman was named Miss Arizona. Schmidt received the first award for a outstanding work in early season games against Mary and William and Mary. The second award was for the performance of the season in the win over Pennsylvania State.

Second in Scoring

Schmidt, 6.5, was named in scoring in points scored and rebounds. He collected a total of 292 points for an 11.3 average. He also added 57 rebounds. Schmidt is the only captain to have been chosen twice for this honor. The first time was in 1957-58.

Newman Holds Elections

Newman Club elections will be held this year in the Pre-Law Society, was moderated by John H. Starks, dean of the University Law School.

Part of Woodrow Wilson

Bowman, through the season, has been the key player in the Quakers. The losing first-year saw him score both points and rebounds. He collected a total of 292 points for an 11.3 average. He also added 57 rebounds. Schmidt is the only captain to have been chosen twice for this honor. The first time was in 1957-58.

The Newman Club held its elections for the 1958-59 season, with Woodrow Wilson being re-elected president. The club is part of the Pre-Law Society.
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The results of the election will be announced on Monday, April 7, at 7:45 p.m. in Newman Hall, and all members are expected to attend.
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Bradshaw, Hirsch Selected Fencing Captain, Manager

Gregory Bradshaw, a sophomore in the Chemical Engineering major, has been chosen as the captain of the varsity fencing team. Bradshaw, a member of the team since his freshman year, was selected over the incumbent captain, who had been the captain for the past two years.
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Richard Bissell, "author of the best-selling novel 'The Ivy' and playwright, has recently moved to Pennsylvania to explore the local cultural scene. "I plan to write a new play about the university," he said. "I have a good idea in mind when he in the mind of my creative process." "The Ivy" was his first novel, published in 1958. He has since written several more novels and plays.

---

"Ivy" Takes a Dive
by Warren Link

"The Ivy I'm in the way on the way," says Frank A. Birmingham. "These geniuses Bissell, Bissell, that is, they're all cranking away in the Ivy stration. Birmingham, superbly equipped for the gathering of metaphors, functions as Fashion Director for "The Ivy."" Birmingham, a magazine in the respectful trade.

"I can't bear it! He can't bear it!" offered Mr. Bissell, who was the Editor of "The Ivy." He offered a traversal in the direction of "The Ivy," and his view was more than imperceptibly and fortuitously, and when a thought crosses my mind, I write it." He continued on formulating his views on a new book, something about the Middle West.

It took two weeks to write "The Ivy," plus an on and off about 1st, they signed agreements, and started working on the show. Birmingham joined them in July, and they have been working practically every day since. The agreements, signed on January 13th, and the agreements being signed from that date, have been in the dialogue and the show, "I have a lot of faith in my artists," he said. "It's a mixed mine; it really takes a lot, but he can

---

"The Ivy" was written by the successful author, and it was published by Bissell, Bower, and Company.

Bissell's novel has been a hit, and it's still going strong. It's been published in several countries, and it's been translated into several languages. It's been a bestseller, and it's been made into a movie.
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What do your “Ts” reveal about you?

Involved — No surface thinker, you. Rather a writer of direct minds. Here’s a task for you. You can choose the point that’s exactly right for your kind of writing from among Esterbrook’s 32.

Exacting — A compulsive fact-finder, you. Always on the watch for the subtle word or note. A point to choose from Esterbrook’s 32.

Pursued — In a fast-writing lesson, no doubt. So your best bet is an Esterbrook Pen. A smooth, well-written pen that gives you your best chance of keeping up on your notes... and still write them legibly.

Rugged — You have discipline in writing. Learning, living. You’re tougher than one of a pen point... or Esterbrook is your pen. If a point finally goes (rare!), simply replace it at any pen-counter for a mere 90c.

Choose exactly the point for you from Esterbrook’s 32.

Esterbrook

Here are 5 of Esterbrook’s 32 points

Authorized Agent

UNIVERSITY JEWELERS

3419 WOODLAND AVENUE
Your kind of beer...**real** beer!

Nicest thing experts can say about a beer is that it tastes "round"...no rough edges, a smooth harmony of flavors. Schaefer is really round. It's real beer...your kind of beer.
Sophs Key to Fortunes
Of Golf Team-Bennett

Penn Mentor Would Vote For 24-sec. Rule

by Harry Deitch

"We will eventually get to a time when it's just like it's a long way off," said Jack Mc Culloch, Penn's varsity baseball and basketball mentor, back time out from baseball practice yesterday to comment on the proposed 24-second rule which met with disfavor at the annual NCAA basketball coaches' meetings at Louisville, Kentucky. Mc Culloch went so far as to say that if the rule had come up to a vote he would have voted for it because...

Bob Hays

Bob Goldstein, Chris King is also expected to make the transition. Nicky, Charlie and Galice were undated in freshmen and figured greatly in the plans of Hays. Hays expressed his satisfaction with the nation that while... enoj to gain in college. Play is decided by the death of... how they not under fire.

JACK Mc CULLOCH

"It will eliminate that one game a year that's showed up to the point of absurdity by one team's..."

"The only charge that did come out of the Louisville session was unfulfilledness of the first-round ruling rule. A new cove, between the center line and two imaginary lines (five feet and five inches) in front of the free..."

Morcom pointed particularly to the direction of Mercersburg Academy's polo valve school. Although Cruz, Cruz, who set a most record in the..."

A native of Puerto Rico, Cruz has expressed an interest in attaining Penn, but the lack of...Although practice facilities may stand in his way. He has had...."Morcom in making every effort to set up an indoor polo valve area when Cruz, a Mercersburg from..."Morcom believes."

Cruz, who wants Morcom's coaching, is a chance to be "one of the great vacillations of all time," according to the Quaker mentor. "Certain faculty of him could be tuned with so much as his low head grip and..."

Stickmen Use Two Defenses

While this 'slapstick' defense...rules will attempt to show up...as the line of two separate units. Moving with an abundance of...open up, he will go with...Riverbend, Rookie Trial for Tony Ward is low and..."Morcom and Van Buren...could not make much in the alternate unit. Both Ward are one of five freshmen listed. Listed as probable...four Thayer's Coaches' Invitational...Ward was the final step. The other..."Morcom...the season's opener.

Spruce

60th and SPRUCE
SH 7-0805
(42 No Stop at Donn)

Students—50c With Matric Cards

Now showing!!

Emile Zola's Immortal and Immoral Classic of the Most Famous of all French Courtesans . . .

Very special research department

Our designers are perfectionists... matching the precise dimensions of both with the just-so taper of toes, to create shoes of very special beauty for you.

And in most principal cities across the nation!

The beautiful new Chandle r's Shoe Salon
1312 CHESTNUT STREET
OPPOSITE JOHN WAMAKER'S

...and in most principal cities across the nation!
NOTICES

SUMMER TOUR OF RUSSIA

Derek Bodde. 29 W Phil-Ellena St
Bennett Hall, or write or phone Mrs. Bennett Hall. 

ART EXHIBIT
Contemporary and Religious Art
Both Good and Bad Campused Wednesday thru Friday 3:30-6:00 p.m.
Oil-Prints-Sculpture

Sponsored by:
Newman Club
Philadelphia Orphan Society
NEWMAN HALL
28th and Spruce

MY CLOSEST SHAVE by Bill Bridgeman

"My closest shave was during the first try at a speed record in the Fantastic Douglas Skimmer," says Test Pilot Bill Bridgeman, author of "A Pilot's Tale." "A few seconds after the start, I turned on my rockets and climbed to 40,000 feet... when suddenly all power failed. Rocket power, cabin pressurization, everything—just everything went. And the window frosted over so I couldn't see. Finally I got the radio going on an emergency frequency and the window defrosted. The pilot in the lead B-29 dropped me like a bomb at 30,000 feet... but a few reservations still available. Written information at 305 N Y July 6. Personal contacts emphasized. Starts Russian speaking wife of Penn Prov. Yalta, Leningrad, etc., with Sochi, Moscow, Leningrad, etc.

Available At:
3700 WALNUT STREET
Phila. 38th and Spruce

Easter

ELIMINATE PIMPLES WITHIN 30 DAYS OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

The all-natural, patented "CAMPUS" only $4.95. For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem skin". For boys, girls and women with "problem sk